
New Producto2

U1   Silent   SH2 

P-515

Hybrid Piano

Digital Piano

With over 500 Voices, P-515 
is the perfect tool to create and 
perform in any musical genre.  
Its Natural Wood X (NWX) 
keyboard and cutting-edge 
digital technology makes for 
an authentic piano playing 
experience that only Yamaha 
can provide, in the elegant, yet 
compact and portable design.

Immerse   yourself   in   the 
natural   sound   of   the   piano
Yamaha CFX Binaural Sampling 
provides such natural sound 
that you forget you are wearing 
headphones. Coupled with VRM 
(Virtual Resonance Modeling) 
that faithfully reproduces the 
distinct resonance of an acoustic 
piano, this technology allows you 
to immerse yourself in the natural 
sound of the piano without being 
disturbed by others.

P-515  
With   stand   &   tri-pedal

$2,880 

Launch   promotion
FREE   Yamaha   Piano   Bench (worth   $145)

Available in

All prices are valid till 1st January 2019 and inclusive of GST.  More models are available.  
Images are for illustration purpose only.  Promotion valid at Yamaha Retail Stores. All details  
are correct at the point of print and subject to changes without prior notice. Terms and 
conditions apply.

From the beginning, yellow has been 
the official color of the Venova, used 
on packaging, manuals, and official 
literature. To capture this unique look a 
special edition Venova with a beautiful 
yellow finish will be available this year 
end 2018. It will only be produced in 
limited quantities, so don’t miss your 
chance to own this unique piece of 
Yamaha history!

VENOVA   YVS-100YL

$119 

U.P. $159

Casual Instrument

NEW!   YAMAHA   SILENT   PIANOTM   SERIES

Thinking of Upgrading Your Piano?
Find out more on our

(TRADE-IN/ OVERTRADE SCHEME 
AVAILABLE*) TODAY!

Bonus   Upgrade    Program

Enhanced 
usability with 

Yamaha 
application

Limited 
Pieces

Launch in Dec 18

VRM   physical   modeling
the distinctive reverberation generated by  
the entire body of a concert grand piano

$11,300 

U.P. $13,300
*Terms and conditions apply, 
check in-store for more info.



MODX   SERIES Electronic    DRUMs    DTX402

HX Stomp 

Synthesizer DRUMS

Guitar Processor

Line6’s brand new HX Stomp is a 
professional-grade guitar processor that 
delivers the sound of Helix amps, cabs, 
and effects in an ultra-compact pedal. 
Utilizing the same DSP and HX Modeling 
technology as the Helix, HX Stomp can run 
up to six processing blocks simultaneously, 
making it not only a “super stompbox,” but 
also a powerful tone expander when used 
with other modelers, or the perfect one-
stop studio and stage solution.

For the keyboardist needing a wide range of expressive 
keyboard sounds, MODX is a synthesizer with ultra-realistic 
instrument and highly programmable synth sound. MODX 
works in any music performance or music creation situation.

DTX402 is the culmination of the 
commitment Yamaha makes as a drum 
manufacturer with excellent design and 
sound quality. Let it be your inspiration 
and give instant expression to your 
impulses and creativity.

Turntable   TT- N503

Audio & Visual

All-in-one MusicCast Streaming Turntable. 
Wireless connection to speakers or headphones. 
33/45rpm belt-drive with built-in phono preamp

MODX 6 / MODX 7 / MODX 8  
launching   price

$1,659/$2,009/$2,199 
 U.P. $1,809/$2,179/$2,639      
 FREE   KEYBOARD STAND         
 (worth   $70)

DTX402  
launching   price

$799 

      FREE   drum   stool
        (worth   $99)

HX  Stomp

$999
$929
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NEW

Other   models:
-  DTX432  

       $999 

-  DTX452  

       $1, 099


